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Publisher's Note
Racing According
to Plan

Short Track Racing is Alive
and Well

While the weather hasn’t cooperated every weekend this
year, there have been several bright spots (no pun
intended) so far. We’ve been at several events this year
that have had phenomenal crowds, and heard first hand of
other events that drew in a ton of short track fans.
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Cedar Lakes Triple Crown event featured the top-three
division on dirt in this area; Sprint Cars, Late Models and
Modifieds with a huge payout. Throw in the bonus of free
t-shirts for the fans and things worked out well.
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The ARCA visit to Elko was this touring series first visit to
the state of Minnesota. We weren’t sure what to expect,
but this group used a number of tried and tested
promotional methods, along with integrating some modern
age items like email distributions and social media. I went
into several stores leading up to the ARCA event, and saw
posters announcing the show well in advance. Needless to
say, I was planning on going to the event all along, but
judging by the size of the crowd, I still think items like
posters, radio and TV helped make this event a success.

Dan Plan

The Midwest

Sometimes fans might need to be reminded to come out the
races. The events need to be publicized, and there are many
ways to do it. Email and social media are an important part
of this, but the tried and tested methods of newsprint, radio
and TV should not be neglected completely.
I truly believe the sport of short track racing is one of the
most economical, and exciting forms of entertainment
people can spend their hard earned dollars at. You just
can’t beat being there in person, and it looks like people
still realize that.

It’s refreshing to see large crowds show up for events. A
few weeks ago, we made the trip to LaCrosse. The weather
was downright miserable just about everywhere that
weekend, yet a very respectable crowd was on hand. A few
days following the LaCrosse road trip, we stopped in at the
annual Memorial Day event at Raceway Park in Shakopee. I
have to believe this was one of the largest crowds in
several years. Most recently, two new events took place
that had great crowds; the ARCA race at Elko and the
Triple Crown at Cedar Lake Speedway.

continued on page 9
The stands were packed at
Raceway Park on Memorial Day
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Sometimes special promotions help bring folks in. Our visit
to LaCrosse had $1 concession all night long. We’re not
talking about a few hours of specials, we talking all-night
long. Sure it was long way to drive for a cheap meal, but
gas prices have gone done some this summer.
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Dean & Jason
Talkin' Racin'
Jason D Searcy

personality and attitude that is hard to miss, he is great
with fans and has a smile that seems impossible to fake.
Just think of the exact opposite to Kurt Busch.
Steve finished one lap down in 12th place at the ARCA
race in front of a real good crowd at Elko Speedway last
Saturday night. He jumped from the car laughed and said
“I have never been so busy in a car as I was tonight, the
car was swearing at me the last 60 laps, I don’t know where
I finished but that was a blast!”
Arpin had nothing but good things to say about ARCA.
“This series is like a big happy family, every driver who is
here has aspirations to move to the next level, this was the
first type of asphalt racing I did back in 2009,” said
Arpin “I have had so many opportunities and been able
to live a big part of my dreams due to what I learned in
ARCA.”

That big opportunity has yet to emerge but Arpin is
optimistic that it will happen. “We have some great things
in the works,” said Arpin “I know we will be racing both the
dirt ARCA races this year, I think we will be down in
Daytona in July and other stuff we can’t talk about yet.”
Arpin loves this area, lived in Rochester, and has raced
many of our local dirt tracks. In fact, they plan on racing
the Gopher 50 at Deer Creek on Saturday July 7th “You
will never get me out of a dirt car, its way too much fun!”
I think NASCAR could use a driver with a good dose of
Minnesota nice.

In the last couple years Steve has raced in 14 events in
either NASCAR Nationwide or Trucks scoring two “top
10” finishes and a pole in Chicago.

Scott Swenson photo

Steve Arpin has had great success in every form of racing,
from being a WISSOTA 100 champ at the age of 18, to
scoring three wins in the ARCA series. He is now
competing against some of the best drivers in the world in
the upper levels of NASCAR. Competing on the track and
for a limited number of good rides. In this economy being
an exceptional driver is not good enough, you need a little
extra something to stand out in the crowd. Maybe his
advantage will be the fabled Minnesota nice. Steve is not
exactly from MN, his hometown is Fort Frances Ontario
Canada, just across the border from International Falls but
he is the perfect example of Minnesota nice. Arpin’s

Minnesota Nice

Martin DeFries photo
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Summer Thunder Series
Open to Area Sportsmen/Thunder Cars/Hobby Stocks

2012 Race Dates
Sunday July 8 - Raceway Park
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Auto Racing Facts,
Observances and
Opinions
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Herbst to do it with Matt Henderson, Brad Powell and Mike
Carlson trailing.
Perennial fast qualifier Randy Humfeld broke through for
the 15 lap Sportsman Feature win with the always exciting
Rick Schermerhorn 2nd and Jake Arneson 3rd.
Thunderstox racing was intense and ultimately wreck filled
with Adam Moore surviving the carnage to take that
divisions main.
Matt Henderson appeared to be in position to win his first
NASCAR Late Model Feature of the year at Lax. June 2nd
when a caution waved changing everything. According to
Don Henderson they have had fast cars but just can’t
finish. “We’ve had Jeff Gordon luck this year. We have a
fast car and something always happens where we can’t
finish.” The caution and resulting scuffle at the front of the
field took Matt Henderson from 1st to 4th on the restart. ‘I
think we would have had this one if not for that caution” a
frustrated Matt Henderson stated. The season is long and
as with Jeff Gordon in Cup the team is looking to turn
things around.

Dale P. Danielski
They were back at it at La Crosse Fairgrounds Speedway
Saturday June 2 and on this night the Mid-American Stock
Car Series was added to the regular three division program
of racing.
It’s always fun to watch the Mid-American group as they
bring good fields of cars (On this night 21 cars) are ultra
competitive, which means you never know who is going to
win. Besides that the cars are very unique in appearance to
anything else competing and that’s refreshing in our cookie
cutter, all cars look alike racing scene. On this night James
Swan took the 35 lap Feature win over Ryan Farrell and
Brad Keith.
Of course the Saturday night regulars didn’t disappoint
putting on a very competitive close to the finish night of
racing. At the end of the night’s headliner, the NASCAR
Late Model Feature it was Brent Kirchner taking his first
main event of 2012. He had to hold off a fast closing J.

Dale's Picture from the past

1971 #83 Dale Walworth Ford Torino.

Mike Koenecke made his NASCAR late Model debut at
Lax. June 2nd. Koenecke plans to run a limited schedule at
the track this year. “I tried to sell the car this past year but
didn’t so it just sat last season. I had some people
approach me (Company sponsorship) to race it so here we
are. I like to race but I don’t have to be out here every

week. There are other things I’ll be doing some weekends
so we’ll be out here ½ dozen times or so.” According to
Koeneke if he still has his car at the end of the season his
son may be the next to race it. “He’s really interested in
racing so I may get him more involved.”
Here and there…Good to see Dan Gilster at Lax.
Fairgrounds June 2nd, but wait, as defending Champion in
the Sportsman Division he can’t race the Sportsman car he
had in the pit area. However, with some modifications and
100 lbs of weight added he fit the rules for the Mid-Am
Series racing on the night. Gilster accounted for himself
very well nearly taking the lead in the main before settling
for 4th place at the finish…Long time Lax. Fairgrounds
participant Tom Thill plans to make his 2012 NASCAR Late
Model debut in a couple weeks. “I bought a car from Paul
Proksch and we just got the motor (John Scott built, there’s
that name again) done so we should be ready in a couple
weeks.”…Albert Locy plans to make his debut in the
division here shortly as well…By the time you read this
Brent Kirchner could well have competed in the ASA
Midwest Tour event at the Milwaukee Mile June 12th.
Kirchner purchased a car for three Tour races this year with
the Mile first on the schedule. When asked about the
number of entries and getting into the show there Kirchner

continued on page 9
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The Inside Dirt

Attempt one at the Triple featuring
the IRA Sprints was made last
season but the event fell to the
weather, attempt two was a
success. I’m not a hokus pokus
kind of guy so I’m not into
numerology but there is a special
significance to the numbers one
through three that I’ll talk about a
little later in this column.

The Triple produced a field of 27
NASCAR Late Models, an equal
number of 27 NASCAR Modifieds
and 23 IRA Sprint Cars for an
efficiently run three class program.
The winner’s share was $3,000 in all
three classes hence the moniker
Stan Meissner photo
“Triple” and we saw great racing in
all classes. In the Modified Feature
The Cedar Lake Speedway Triple Crown which took place
Brent Larson and Mike Anderson staged an exciting late
explained that they made some changes to their motor and
on Saturday June 2 has the makings of a great annual
race battle with Larson taking the top spot. The Late Model shock program that are making a difference so far this
event. I’ll admit to being a little bummed out when the IRA
Feature was dominated by Jimmy Mars who along with Pat
season.
Outlaw Sprint Cars were dropped from the Masters format
Doar provided star power. Doar made a late race charge but
as that had been my favorite racing weekend of the season. wasn’t able to keep up with Mars. Travis Whitney won the
One, two, three, what was I alluding to earlier in regard to
In spite of being an outspoken Sprint Car fan I’ll
June 1 IRA Feature on the Jackson, Minnesota, half mile
these numbers? I check out race results on a weekly basis
grudgingly admit that changing the lineup for the Masters
and considering his past success at Cedar Lake came into
from all of the nearby tracks and I’m seeing a lot of one,
to add the USMTS was probably a good move to generate
the evening with high hopes. Travis set quick time with a
two, and three Heat shows without any B Mains at tracks
fan interest. My personal Masters boycott that went
fast lap of 11.759 followed by Scotty Neitzel, Brooke
that formerly featured both on a weekly basis. This is
unnoticed by everyone except my wife (and Brad) is over
Tatnell, Billy Balog and Mike Reinke. In the Feature, Jim
obviously due to the effect that the recession has had on
and I plan on returning with my tail between my legs.
Moughan took off to an early lead but was hunted down
racing from the local level all the way up to the upper
and passed by Balog. Tatnell had
echelons of the sport. By way of example, if an event like
worked his way up to second but
the Cedar Lake Triple had been contested five or ten years
spun out and restarted at the tail end ago we’d have seen enough cars to run B Mains (possibly
of the field. Balog looked to have
more than one) in all three classes. The IRA produced a car
this race locked up until motor
count of 23 and three of the cars were 360’s so it’s obvious
problems forced him to retire for the
that the IRA has been affected as well. I think these types
evening handing the lead to Mike
of numbers are here to stay and that special events will take
Reinke who accepted the gift and
on the significance of being even more special in the sense
held on for the win. Tatnell clawed
that they typically produce large fields. So far this season
his way back up to ninth and
the USMTS can boast the largest car counts in our region
Whitney finish in tenth. Jared
and I look for that trend to continue at this year’s Masters.
Goerges had an impressive run with
Car counts aren’t always indicative of good racing but a
his 360 starting in eighteenth and
dozen cars in a Feature race can look pretty sparse on a big
gaining five spots against the more
half mile.
powerful 410’s to finish thirteenth. I
talked to Travis Whitney prior to the On June 8 I attended another first time event, the Saint
night’s racing and having noted a
Croix Valley Raceway Traditional 30. This race was
good run at Knoxville a few weeks
originally billed as the Traditional 40 but the number of laps
earlier along with his Jackson win
the previous night inquired what
Stan Meissner photo
changes the team had made. Travis
The Inside Dirt continued on page 8

Stan Meissner
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Going in
Circles

Charlie Spry

The Big 8 late models made a stop at the Columbus 151
Speedway on Memorial Day, along with the Bandits and
backup cars. With severe storms in the forecast for later in
the day, everyone moved the show along at a rapid pace.
Although the sun came out later, the storms did follow,
with some damage in the Madison area resulting.
Ryan Carlson made a late-race pass on Jeremy Miller, which
is something practically unheard of. Miller doesn’t get
passed too often in the later stages of any race, but Carlson
managed the feat. Local favorite Steve Dobbratz looked
strong early, setting fast time and moving through the
pack. However, he may have picked the wrong lane on a
restart and got caught up in a wreck in the lower groove.
My hat is off to all the officials, racers, and fans (who
probably got sunburned). Everyone worked well to get this
show completed in practically record time. The Big 8 series
is very professionally run, and if you want to see a good
show, don’t let this series pass you by if you can help it.
One of the new drivers to the Columbus 151 Speedway is
late model racer Chad Devine. Although new as a weekly
competitor here, he has a great deal of experience at other
tracks, including Golden Sands and Kaukauna. “I’m going
to try to race here weekly as of right now,” Said Devine.
“We wanted to try something different. With rule changes
at other tracks, this should be more cost effective for us.”

Chad is now in this twentieth year of racing, and his car is
an ’06 RanderCar that he bought new. “It’s nice to keep the
same car from new. You know its complete history, what
has happened to it, all the setup. I’m not one to keep
switching cars all the time.”
Dave Wickstrum is a new competitor to the facility as well,
in the Bandit division. “When Madison dropped our
division, we had to shop for a new place to race. I think we
have found a home here. Everyone has treated us well, the
guys we pit next to are nice people, I like the track. Just
need to find more speed,” Said Dave.
Recently, veteran late model racer Ron Bishofberger scored
his twenty-seventh feature victory at Columbus, which ties
him with Pete Moore atop the leader board. Ron also has
won a couple of features prior to 1979, and the adoption of
the “limited late model” as we know it today. This, along
with his four track championships here and numerous other
accomplishments make a valid argument for “Hall Of Fame”
status in the state of Wisconsin. Proving that you don’t
need to be flashy to win, his car is brought to the track
weekly behind an ’88 Suburban and an open trailer. “We
get a lot of attention on the way here and in parking lots,
etc. People always ask about the car,” Said owner Chris
Zickert.
Returning in the late model ranks at Columbus recently is
Clayton Braaksma. Clayton had last raced almost four years
ago, when a bad crash sidelined him from action, along with
some other issues. He and crew recently created what is
basically a new car to do battle once again. “This is
basically a test night. We are running the Milwaukee Mile,
then we will do some more stuff here,” He noted. Great to
see Clayton back again!
Rookie late model racer Kyle Smith has moved up from
racing four cylinder International class cars at Jefferson,
trying his hand at the late models here. “We felt that this
was a great track to learn with the late model,” Said Kyle.
“We are just trying to gain speed and stay out of trouble.
Have fun and see where it takes us.” He is doing an
excellent job so far in his rookie year.
We finally got a chance to get to some regular shows at
Jefferson. Still over 30 late models here weekly, which is
outstanding for a weekly show anywhere.
Curt Thompson is back racing a late model once again after
racing sportsman and hobby stocks on and off the past
couple of years.
“The body on the car
is from Chris Blawat,
and the car came
from Ed Holmes, a
Dells car. Other than
that, I don’t know a
lot of the history of
it,” Said Curt. “I have
less money in this
car than when I had
my sportsman. It’s
just crazy what some
spend on that
division.”

The Big-8 field hits the track at Columbus 151 Speedway
Mark Melchiori photo

Jay Kalbus has
moved from the
sportsman division
to a late model. He
had an abbreviated
try at a late model
several years ago,

and after going back to the sportsman division and winning
a championship, he is moving up once again. “We are not
very fast, in fact, we are struggling,” Said Kalbus. “We will
just keep working on it and trying to get faster. I got in a
wreck early in the season and that set us back a bunch.”
The car is the former Tim Petrie racer.
There were a couple of first time feature winners at
Jefferson on June 9th, as James Bell withstood a last lap
pass attempt by Kyle Stark to win his first ever feature
event. James drove an excellent race, and was quite ecstatic
afterwards! Also, Tad Douglas got his first career Bandit
feature trophy. They ran the cars clockwise on this night,
and it threw some of the drivers for a loop, literally! Nice
run by Tad as well.
Billy Robinson made his first appearance of the season
behind the wheel of his new hobby stock. This car formerly
was raced by Chad Knaus.... No, not THAT Chad Knaus.
Late model racer Dylan Schuyler has had his share of
broken parts and bad luck lately, but still keeps a smile on
his face and a positive outlook. “Yes, we try every year to
win the championship here, and this year we are behind,
but you have to look ahead, it doesn’t do any good to look
back, because you can’t change the past.”
Was able to finally get up to one of my favorite haunts, the
State Park Speedway near Wausau, WI., recently.
Continuous improvements to this facility are quickly
making this track a showpiece.
Neil “The real deal” Knoblock was the super late model
king on this night. Mark Mackesy started on the pole, and
you would tend to think that he would have run off with
the feature win. However, that was not the case, as
Knoblock worked his way through the pack and made a
pass late in the race on Mackesy to take the win. “I thought
I had it, too,” said Mackesy afterward. “I worked past Mark
(Eswein), as he was struggling, and all of a sudden, Neil
comes up alongside me and is gone!” Mackesy did take
second over Eswein, with a strong running Tucker Miller
following.
I love the support divisions here. Jim Schara is back racing
again with another Celebrity wagon in the mini stocks. “I
have more money in the paint on the car than the whole
car,” Stated Jim. “There are pieces from several cars on
here, including some from an old tournament of destruction
car. The cage was taken out of an old racer and is well built.
I’m just having fun with it.” Indeed, Jim knows how to have
fun on a tight budget. He might not win a lot, but he still
has a smile on his face at the end of the night and isn’t
taking anything away from the grocery bill to pay for his
racing. There is a lesson there!
Jim Lietz came very close to winning his first race in the
mini mods, leading up until the last lap in his heat. “I’ve
gotten second three weeks in a row now. Pretty soon it has
to be my turn.” It will come soon!
Pure stock racer Dave Lashua just wanted to have a night
where he could load the car on trailer at the end of the night
without any problems, and tonight he did it. “On opening
night, they changed up the schedule at the last minute, and
we had to run our races soon after each other, and the car
didn’t get a chance to cool down. It was already hot when I

Going In Circles continued on page 8
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The Inside Dirt from page 6
was reduced to 30. When I questioned the change one of
the drivers informed me that they’re still working on ironing
some bugs out of the racing surface. Anytime an entire
track is excavated and reconfigured it’s obviously going to
take a while to get the surface back where it needs to be.
Rob Caho Jr. won the inaugural Traditional 30 lap event for
the non-wing Sprints. While car counts in many other
classes head south the UMSS Traditional Sprint Cars are
bucking that trend as the fastest growing class in our area.
It’s no surprise as older cars are still competitive, used
rollers can be had for a reasonable price and the motor
package is very affordable. Competitors are putting
complete cars together for as little as $5,000, less than the
cost of fielding a car in a lot of the other popular classes
that run locally. Talk to any of the drivers involved in this
growing form of racing and they’ll tell you that these cars
are a blast to drive and won’t break the bank in the process.
The lower horsepower seems to be serving the intended
purpose of keeping these cars wheels down and the racing
has been very exciting.
I’m surprised how quickly the drivers coming out of the
Stock Car and Modifieds are getting the hang of this reborn
form of Sprint Car racing.
I truly believe that the
UMSS Traditional Sprint
Cars are the future and
the past of the sport. The
UMSS winged cars are
doing alright and holding
their own but the series
debut coincided with the
arrival of tough economic
times and car counts
have struggled to grow.
The more expensive 360
engines along with the
cost of replacing wings
after even the most mild
looking flip along with
some travel expense
seems to be keeping the
numbers in check. My
observation is that the
Traditional Sprints have
produced a separate open
wheel sub culture from the winged fans and competitors.
Anyone who has attended a Midget race at Sun Prairie can
relate to what I’m saying. Midgets tend to have their own
group of followers and you’ll struggle to count many
winged Sprint Car shirts at a Midget race. If you ask me
which is more exciting, winged or non-wing I’d have to
plead the fifth amendment and not pick a favorite. My roots
go back before wings, before roll cages and even before full
face helmets. It was fun watching the Traditional cars
running the high side at SCVR and brought back memories
of days gone by. We’ll just leave it at that and say that I
enjoy both equally.
Greg Gunderson had some work related business in the
Twin Cities so he did what any dedicated racer would do.
He combined work with pleasure and towed his Micro
Sprint from Sioux Falls to the Saint Croix Valley Raceway
where he won the Feature event. Greg as you probably
recall is the hearing impaired driver from South Dakota who
has a large following of fans all over the Midwest and has
introduced a lot of people to the sport of dirt track racing.
The Micros are another reasonably priced class of cars that
are gaining a foothold in our area and the expense of
running a full up Sprinter forced Greg to turn to their little
cousins, the Micros. Greg has raced full up Sprint Cars for
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years at places like Jackson and Husets and he took the
other SCVR Micro drivers to school and gave them all a
driving lesson. Micros are very popular in the area that
Greg normally races and it’s not unusual to see a couple
dozen of the baby Sprinters in the pits at their events. The
SCVR Feature consisted of four cars so obviously this
class has a ways to go but their lap times appeared to be as
fast as any of the other classes on hand that evening. I
think the big savings in the Micros besides the cost of the
chassis being lower than a full up car is the motors. The
Micros run a 600cc motorcycle engine that are readily
available (think salvaged bikes) and go much longer
between rebuilds than any other type of racing engine.
Given my penchant for chasing Sprint Cars I generally see
plenty of high flying action in the form of flips and roll
overs each season. So far 2012 has been an unusual year in
that I’ve seen more nasty mishaps in the SCVR Future
Fours than any other class. As you recall I mentioned a
scary looking incident involving one of the Future Fours in
my last column. On June 8 I witnessed yet another nasty
looking barrel roll when points leader Damon Roberts rolled
in the same spot as the previous incident. This time I was
on top of the action and, in fact, had my lens on Damon
when things started to go wrong so I was able to snap

Speedway World of Outlaws date is quickly approaching
so mark your calendars for Friday July 6 with the annual
Firecracker taking place the following night. Steve, Donny,
Sammy and Craig have all won at CLS so I look for our
annual WoO race to have title implications.
I have stood by and watched race cars spin into the infield
and kick up clouds of dust for years without incident.
Recently what I thought was a routine spin got my
attention when a rock large enough to survive reentry into
the earth’s atmosphere was spewed out of a cloud of dust
and caught me square in the shin. If you’ve ever played
sports and had to “shake it off” and get back in action you
can relate to my discomfort. Fortunately as far as I can tell
no permanent harm was done but it’s still sore and I’m not
up for running any marathons for a while. What I would
later find out that same evening is that the pain in my leg
could be sympathetic. When I told fellow photographer
Vince Peterson about the rock incident he told me that
fellow columnist Kris McMartin broke her leg jumping out
of the bed of their pickup. My best wishes to Kris for a
speedy recovery. There’s a lot of racing left this season so
I’m sure that she’ll master the art of getting around on
crutches or whatever her doctor prescribes to hasten the
healing process.
Somebody asked me how the UMSS race at North Central
was on June 9. I had a choice between a guitar jam in air
conditioning or gambling that my “Vintage Car” would
make it all the way up to NCS and back in 90+ degree heat. I
opted for the air conditioning and have put road trips on
hold until I can upgrade my personal fleet. Now that I’ve
indulged myself and faked out of a night of racing to do my
Van Halen impersonation I’m all refreshed and ready for
some more racing.
See you at the Masters!

Going In Circles from page 7
pulled out to race, so I only made a couple of laps and
pulled it in. I’ve had other troubles also, can’t seem to
have a trouble-free night.”

Stan Meissner photo
away as the mishap unfolded. Fortunately Damon was not
injured but the car was a bit of a mess.
News and Notes:
Former UMSS champion Cody Hahn won the Billy
Anderson Memorial at the Princeton Speedway on June 1,
pushed off IRA Sprint Cars at Cedar Lake on June 2 and
moved to Grand Forks, North Dakota, on June 3. The move
will work out great for Cody’s Sprint Car effort seeing as
he’ll be able to race weekly in his hometown without any
travel expenses. Unfortunately fans of the UMSS will miss
seeing the familiar #23 at our local tracks. Cody says that
he will tow south for an occasional UMSS race and I’m
going to hold him to that promise because Cody has been
instrumental in the early success of the UMSS.
Craig Dollansky has been having a lot of success on the
World of Outlaws tour so far this season. The Crowd
Pleaser is tied with his Big Game Treestands teammate
Sammy Swindell in the series most wins column at four
victories each. Current WoO points have Steve Kinser
leading Donny Schatz by 10 points at the time of this
writing with Sammy in third and Craig in fourth spot 61
points out. Keep in mind that the annual Cedar Lake

Josh Klopotek won his heat and the feature in the mini
stock class, which had enough cars to run a separate
feature from the mods, which is a good thing. “We had
to work in LaCrosse today, so after work, I had to quick
come back, get the car, and make it up here. I didn’t get
any practice, and I hate doing it that way, but what can
you do?” His night worked out well, anyway!
Super late model racer Rene’ Scheinoha was debuting a
new car. “It’s a car we got from Neil Knoblock. It will be
raced mostly here, as we will leave the ‘Sands car setup
for there. I don’t have any seat time in this particular car,
and there are some adjustments that we have to make in
regards to the mirror, seat and stuff. I’m going to start in
the back and take it easy tonight.” Rene’ has been racing
for many years, kind of a pioneer in Wisconsin racing. “I
started my first year racing at Golden Sands, then they
closed down, so we ran here for nine years. When
‘Sands reopened, we went there again.” She keeps very
accurate and detailed results of all of her race wins,
which are numerous. Over 500 I want to say.
Besides Knoblock and Klopotek, other feature wins went
to veteran Dale Louze in the mini-mods, Travis Volm in
the pure stocks, and Cole Yach in the super stocks.
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Publishers Note from page 3
With the topic of this column in mind, we decided
to check out a minor league baseball game. I
figured this would be an apples-to-apples
comparison, as short track racing doesn’t really
have the budget compared to the major league
sports. Cup racing compared to NFL is fair, but
Saturday night short track racing compared to
Major League baseball isn’t really a fair
comparison. Walking through the gate, I realized
admission prices were similar to my local short
tracks, but the concessions were not. I don’t think
folks realize how good they have it at some short
tracks when it comes to food and beverage prices.
The St. Paul Saints are well known for putting on
a good show. Two things really stood out to me
from this night. I’m not much of a baseball fan,
but they constantly have something going on to
keep you entertained. There was no downtime
between innings or as the teams took turns at bat.
The big thing was that stood out for me was the
advertised start time of 7:05pm. The national
anthem took place at 7:00pm, and right at 7:05, the
first pitch was thrown. Three hours later, the
show was over. Sounds real similar to a good
night of short track racing, but I really would have
rather been at the races.
Miscellaneous News and Notes:
Local racing legend, Bill “The Hacksaw”
Woodworth picked up his first feature win of the
year at Raceway Park on June 3rd. Woody has just
a few laps around Raceway and showed the
younger drivers he can still get it done.
In the same race, a rivalry of sorts may be
brewing. Dustin Mann and Brent “The Freight
Train” Kane had a couple of battles during the
course of the evening during the heat race and
the feature. Both were able to cross the finish line,
but their cars were a little tore up. I’ve always
believed a bit of a rivalry is good. The Hatfield’s
& McCoy’s, Petty & Pearson, or who knows,
maybe the next one in the history books will be
Mann & Kane.
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Racing Observations
from page 5
replied, “The car will be
ready, it’s up to me to get it
into the race.”…Brad Powell
made it two NASCAR Late
Model Feature wins as he
took the 25 lap headliner at
La Crosse Fairgrounds June
9. Steve Carlson took a close
2nd with Shawn Pfaff, Matt
Henderson and Brent
Kirchner rounding out the
top 5…Aaron Hass drove
his bright yellow car to the
Sportsman 15 lap Main
event holding off Greg
Scheck and Jake Arneson
for the win…A last lap
skirmish which sent Adam
Moore and Dakota Miller to
the pits allowed Nathan
White to take the victory in
the Thunderstox 15 lap
Feature. Third position on
the white flag was the right
place to be and White went
on to win his first Feature
ever in the Division…In one
of the more amusing
moments of the night racing
Justin Berg and Jamie
Dummer got so wrapped up
in their heat race they didn’t
realize the event was over!
They continued on racing
hard after the checkered flag
waved before realizing the
race was done. Berg edged
out Dummer for the win but
had the extra lap they ran
counted it would have been Dummer first. Flagman Greg
Oliver could only shake his head after watching the two…It
was good to see Bill Niles back in victory lane as he took
the 1st NASCAR Late Model heat race win. Niles is in his
32nd year of racing and we believe he’s good for at least 32
more!...
Looking back on Friday night, May 28th 1971, it was Marv
Marzofka breaking the Jim Sauter win streak at three taking
the 20 lap Feature win. Following Marzofka at the stripe
was Sauter. The Semi-Feature and 1st heat went to Ed
Nichols with Dale Walworth taking the 2nd and Marzoka
making it two wins on the night by winning the 3rd. The
Trophy Dash went to Rich Somers. And on June 4th at the
speedway it was Jim Sauter back in victory lane taking the
20 lap Feature. Rich Somers followed in 2nd with Larry
Detjens in a 1967 Dodge Coronet 3rd and Marzofka 4th. The
Semi-Feature went to Larry Behrens with heat races being

The #33 of Matt Henderson almost got his
first Feature win of 2012 season at Lax.
Fairgrounds…Almost. #8 Brent Kirchner
found victory lane for the first time June
2nd at Lax. Fairgrounds. Ironically,
Kirchner scored the Feature win on this
date at the track last year as well
garnered by Hellis Grorud, and Somers. The Trophy Dash
went to Larry Anderson.
News, notes and comments welcome to Dale P. Danielski at
Starmaker Multimedia 967 10th Ave N Ste A, Onalaska, WI
54650, at 608-783-5827 or at dale@starmakermultimedia.com
, www.starmakermultimedia.com

"TIRES DESIGNED FOR CHAMPIONS"
Kart and Quarter Midget tire distributor

Bob Snyder
651-455-8589
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2012 Masters Preview
The 2011 version of The Masters at Cedar Lake
Speedway featured the main focus since the inception
of the event, Open-Competition Late Models, but also
saw the return of the USMTS Modifieds. After a halfdozen years of Sprint Cars as part of the card,
something different was tried, and it seems to have
gone well. The USMTS group had been absent for
about 10 years at Cedar Lake, and came out in fullforce for their return.
For 2012, the Late Models will once again be part of
the DIRTcar Summer Nationals “Hell Tour”. The
USMTS Modified drivers are all gunning for a few
extra dollars, and the prestige of having their name
added to the list of Masters winners. With the Cedar
Lake event being the first weekend show of the
infamous “Hell Tour”, it’s always interesting to see
who shows up. The UMSTS drivers bring strong
numbers and the local drivers fair well when these
touring stars come to town.

Past Masters Late Model Winners
1999 - Wendell Wallace
2000 - Rick Aukland
2001 - Scott Bloomquist
2002 - Rick Eckert
2003 - Wendell Wallace
2004 - Earl Pearson, Jr.
2005 - Don O’Neal
2005 - Donnie Moran
2006 - Earl Pearson, Jr.
2007 - Jimmy Mars
2007 - Scott Bloomquist
2008 - Jimmy Mars
2008 - Brady Smith
2009 - Jimmy Mars
2009 - Jimmy Mars
2010 - Billy Moyer
2010 - Brian Birkhofer
2011 - Scott James

Scott James picked up the Masters DIRTcar Summer Nationals win in 2011 (top photo) while
Ryan Gustin continued his hot-streak with the USMTS during their return to Cedar Lake

(Vince Peterson photos)

Past Masters Sprint Car Winners
2005 - Wayne Johnson
2005 - Scotty Neitzel
2006 - Travis Whitney
2007 - Travis Whitney
2007 - Travis Whitney
2008 - Scott Winters
2008 – Scott Winters
2009 – Scott Winters
2009 – Scott Winters
2010 – Brooke Tatnell
2010 – Scott Beitzer
Past Masters UMSTS Winner
2011 - Ryan Gustin

Follow us on Facebook and YouTube
www.facbook.com/themidwestracingconnection
wwww.youtube.com/theracingconnection
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Scott James makes a late race pass of Dan Schlieper (top left photo)
Local drivers faired well against the UMSTS invaders as this threewide action shows (top right photo) USMTS 2012 Masters winner
Ryan Gustin (19R) battles with Kelly Shyrock (right photo)
(Jerry Zimmer photos)

JB Dist. Co. Inc. / Gillund Enterprises
14760 Martin Drive Eden Prairie, MN. 55344
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COLOR - ACTION - DRAMA & EXCITEMENT!
NASCAR WEEKLY RACING THROUGH SEPT.1

Home of the 43rd

ͻ/ŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐͻ
Tues. July 3 - Big-8 Late Models & Fireworks
Sat. July 21 - TWO Late Model Features
Sat. Sept. 1 - Late Model Shootout Match Race
Plus! Trailer Race on Aug. 4 & Sept. 8
Plus! BUCK NIGHT at the Concessions Aug. 25
Plus! Three Fireworks Nights!

Race Weekend

Oct. 4-5-6-7, 2012
ǁǁǁ͘ŽŬƚŽďĞƌĨĞƐƚƌĂĐĞǁĞĞŬĞŶĚ͘ĐŽŵ

Street Drags On the
2nd Friday of the
Month (May-Sept)
Plus! Sat. Oct. 13:
The 300’ Bracket
EĂƟŽŶĂůƐ

LaCrosse Speedway
& Oktoberfest Race Weekend

The legendary Frank Kimmel signs autographs for the fans
during the ARCA Racing debut in the state of Minnesota

Martin DeFries photo

West Salem, WI

608-786-1525
www.lacrossespeedway.com

Dustin Radant proposes to his girlfriend as Rockford Speedway’s announcer
Eric Huenefeld and the crowd listen in

Jimmy Ambruoso photo

Follow @laxspeedway &
ΛƌĂĐĞŽŬƚŽďĞƌĨĞƐƚŽŶdǁŝƩĞƌ

Mike Reinke in victory lane following the
IRA Outlaw Sprint visit to Cedar Lake
Speedway for the Triple Crown

Stan Meissner photo
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Special Event!
Wednesday, July 4
Extravaganza including;
Hotdog Eating Contest, Figure 8’s,
Flagpole, Thunder V8’s,
Mini Stocks, Flyers, Trailer Race
and FIREWORKS!
7 PM

952-445-2257
Sunday, June 24
NASCAR Event* Presented by Canterbury
Park & Chanhassen Legion Post 580 plus
IMCA Old-timers, Legends & Bandeleros
6 PM
Friday, June 29
Friday Night Destruction
Justice Brothers presents Figure 8’s,
Flagpole Race, Mini Stocks, Legends,
Bandeleros, Flat Track Motorcycles, Flyers,
Spectator Drags & Oval School Bus Race
7 PM

Upcoming events

Sunday, July 1
NASCAR Event* 30-Lap Mini Stock Feature
with on track introductions
6 PM
Sunday, July 8
NASCAR Event* Extreme Powder Coating &
Brothers Jorgenson Racing presents the
Summer Thunder Series Race #1 with a
special 40-Lap HS Feature with on track
introductions, plus Flat Track Motorcycles
6PM

www.goracewaypark.com
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Dirty Talkin'

Kris McMartin
Mother Nature is finally on our side and brings the month
of June in with a beautiful race day. I was looking forward
to the inaugural Triple Crown event at the Cedar Lake
Speedway, and judging by the large crowd on hand, I am
not the only fan excited to take in this event.
The IRA 410 Outlaw Sprints, NASCAR Late Models and
NASCAR modified’s would all hit the high banks of CLS
each looking to take home the $3000 to win purse along
with the first time champion status in the record books. As
I expected there was a great field of cars and drivers on
hand and the stands were packed with eagerly awaiting
fans.
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The Sun Finally Shines for the Triple Crown
While warm and dry the track was in excellent condition
and we were provided with some exciting racing action from
the heats to the features. The first feature to roll out on the
track were the NASCAR modified’s and the track was so
racy that it was fun to watch Dave Cain drive from the rear
of the field to 3rd by lap 16 all while there was a good battle
up front between Jensen and Larson for 2nd with Larson
moving by Jensen and then taking 1st around lap 22 for the
win. Next on the docket was the NASCAR Late Models
with an excellent field of 24 talented
drivers including race winner
Jimmy Mars. There was a lot of
battling behind the leaders with
Brent Larson, Pat Doar and Chad
Mahder all mixing it up for position
in a bid for the win.
The crowning event of the night
the IRA Outlaws was up next with
Travis Whitney coming off a win
the night before and a win hungry
Bill Balog who was hot at the
beginning of the year but trying to
come back from a couple of
wrecked race cars in the series
previous outings. Mike Reinke
came away with the win after Bill
Balog raced his way to the front
only to have something go wrong

during an end of the race red flag for a Broty wreck.
This night was by far the best racing I have seen all year,
and I am hoping that this will carry through to the next big
event at Cedar Lake in mid June; The Masters, which will
showcase a night of NASCAR series racing on Thursday
followed by two nights of USMTS modified and UMP dirt
late model racing.

Stan Meissner photo
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Powell Edges out Carlson For Second Victory of Season
By Dave Noelke
Bruce Nuttleman photos
When fans witnessed the end of last week’s Kwik Trip
NASCAR Late Model Feature, they thought Steve Carlson
would finish third, but he ended up on the tow truck about
one hundred yards from the finish line. Not this week. It
was oh so close as he almost took the win away from
LaCrosse’s Brad Powell. However, it was Powell that
returned to the Speedway ’s victory lane for the second
time this season.
The LaCrosse
Tribune 25 started
with Cole Howland
and Nick Clements
on the front row.
Clements took off to
an early lead, but on
the second lap, a
shower of sparks
and a near impact
with the turn two
wall could have
spelled t-r-o-u-b-l-e
for the rest of the
field. Luckily,
Clements was able to
retain control and
make it to the pits for
repairs. Fourth place
Brad Powell made his way to the lead through the Clements
chaos.
By the ninth lap, Powell had a substantial lead over fifth
place starter, Steve Carlson, but Carlson appeared to be on
a mission to change the results of last week’s race. With

ten laps to go, it appeared that the race was going to come
down to a Carlson-Powell match race. Lapped traffic gave
Powell a few opportunities to fend off Carlson. As laps
wound down, Carlson was out of time and Powell was able
to hold off the number 66 late model of Carlson for his
second win of the 2012 season. Shawn Pfaff, Matthew
Henderson and Brent Kirchner rounded out the top five.
“The car was loose coming off the corners, and I just
couldn’t get a run at him,” commented runnerup Steve
Carlson after the event.
“The car ran really
good. It was a bit loose
though going into the
corners, and that
opened up the door for
Steve” commented a
jubilant race winner Brad
Powell.
The North Country
Contractors Sportsmen
LaCrosse Tribune
feature had plenty of
action as well, and it was
Aaron Hass that took
home his first feature
win of the season.
Hass, after spending a
few seasons on the
sidelines, came back to win his first win in over two years.
On the fourth lap, disaster was about to strike as Greg
Scheck, while running third, was in a hurry to get around
second place Jack Litsheim. Scheck tapped him and
Litsheim nearly spun but was able to hang on without any
other cars getting involved. Scheck was mowing down the

bright yellow car of Hass with Jake Arneson in tow. At the
end, Arneson appeared to have the faster car but was
unable to get around Scheck for the spot. Randy Humfeld
and Rick Schermerhorn rounded out the top five positions.
The United Auto Supply Thunderstox LaCrosse Tribune 15
was the Adam Moore show until the white flag. Moore
started in the last place of the 15 car field. He made it to
second place with just a few laps to go and caught leader
Dakota Miller heading to the white flag. On the

frontstretch, Moore tagged the back of Miller and both cars
went out of control, sending Miller’s number seven into the
wall. Moore went to the pits, leaving third place Nathan
white the new leader. The field went green again, and
White took home his first ever Thunderstox Feature win
narrowly over Tom Luethe and Jason Bolster.

Coming in the next issue of

LaCrosse Big-8 Preview, Masters Highlights
and the Small Car Corner
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Raceway Beats the Rain
By Kevin Busse
Martin DeFries photos
Storm clouds and hot sticky temperatures couldn’t keep the
race fans or the drivers away from Raceway Park in
Shakopee this past Sunday for the NASCAR Whelen AllAmerican Series action. The weather held off long enough
for completion of all heat races and the majority of feature
events.
The Wild’n’Crazy Figure-8 feature had Prior Lake driver
Steve Dehler starting alongside Louie Ansolabehere of
Minnetonka, and with the entire field remaining in a tight
group on the opening laps, it took several circuits through
the “Crossroads of Doom” before Dehler was able to pull to
the lead. Ricky Martin of Farmington, who’s built the
reputation this season of quickly moving to the front of the
pack, was attempting to pass Lakeville’s Kari Miller when
the two made contact in the pit turns with 13 laps to go,
resulting in Miller going off-road to the infield grass, clear
of the race action. Two laps later, Burnsville driver Todd
Wilson got caught up with Dennis “The Menace” Barta of
Richfield and Bloomington’s Eric Hake in the highway turn,

with Wilson finding himself in the loose sand off the edge
of the turn, and then coming to a halt against the front
straight wall, bringing out the caution. At the restart it was
Dehler and Ansolabhere side by side once again, but with 9
laps remaining Lakeville’s Danny Johnson made his move,
passing the Minnetonka driver for second, and closing in
on the leader one lap later, followed by Lakeville’s Rick
Martin who moved into third. With 6 laps to go, Maple
Plain’s Mark Bronstad joined the lead group, banging
bumpers before pulling to the outside of Martin, racing side
by side until he was able to clear around for third in the

final two laps. At the checkered
flag it was Dehler with the win,
Johnson second, followed by
Bronstad in third.
The Hobby Stock event began
with Burnsville’s Robby Carter
joined by Bryan Turtle of Chaska
in the front row. Carter got the
early lead, leaving Turtle to battle
another Chaska driver, Jeremy
Wolff, for second. With the
“Turtle and the Wolff” battling
for position, Brent “The Freight
Train” Kane was steaming in,
and with 20 laps to go got inside
Turtle, with Wolff moving
outside the leader one lap later.
As Wolff passed for the lead,
Kane followed into second place,
rapidly closing alongside the leader resulting in several
laps of a back and forth battle between the two drivers that
had fans on their feet cheering their
favorite. With 14 laps to go Kane moved
around the Chaska driver to take the top
spot, as Farmington’s Dusty Mann moved
into third place. With 8 laps remaining,
Kane and Wolff were extending their lead,
and their battle, over Mann, but three laps
later caution flew when Bloomington’s
John Heath blew a water hose out of turn
four, spraying water down the front
straight. The field was bunched together
for the restart, with Kane and Wolff once
again side by side with lane choice. When
racing resumed, so did the back and forth
battle for the lead, with each driver
exchanging the top spot multiple times in
front of cheering fans for each of the
closing laps. As the drivers charged out of
the final turn, Kane crossed just ahead of
Wolff to take the win, with Bryan Turtle
ahead of Mann to grab third in a fantastic feature run.
The NASCAR Super Late Model feature began with Billy
Mohn of Lakeville on the pole next to Bloomington’s Tom
Quade, but when the green flag waved Prior Lake’s Chad
Walen immediately went to Quade’s outside, passing for
second just two laps into the run. Walen quickly moved in
on Mohn, and with 27 laps to go passed for the lead.
Goodhue driver Bryan Roach brought a secret weapon to
Raceway Park this weekend, a brand new stealthy black
racecar that sounded just as intimidating as
it looked under the lights, with
the intention of challenging
Walen’s winning streak. With
25 laps to go, Roach passed
Farmington’s Ryan Kamish for
third, and three laps later was
quickly moving in on the two
leaders. With 11 laps
remaining Roach had closed in
on the back bumper of Mohn,
which left the Lakeville driver
scrambling to stay ahead of the
Roach machine. With the two
drivers in the run for second,
Walen began to build his lead
in the closing laps. At the
checkered flag it was Chad

adding another win, and Mohn crossing just ahead of
Roach, who settled for a third place finish. Kamish and
Quade crossed the line in fourth and fifth.
The Bandoleros and Great North Legends joined the line up
at Raceway Park this weekend, and in the Bandolero feature
it was Brody Wulf of Lakeville leading Plymouth’s Jared
Duda and Kenyon driver Derek Miles at the green flag.
The top three began to pull away from the rest of the pack
with 7 laps to go. Miles was slowly reeling in Duda in a
chase for second throughout the run, closing in right
behind with 3 laps remaining. At the checkers it was Wulf
with the win just ahead of Duda, with Miles crossing the
line for third.
The Great North Legends event had former Bandolero
driver James Wenzel of New Market making the move up to
the Legends division for the 2012 season, and starting on
the pole alongside Benny VanCleve. At the start, it was a
3-wide charge to the first turn as Wenzel and VanCleve
were joined by Alexandria driver Tyler Sjoman, who
rocketed to the front by the time the group hit the back
straight. With 11 laps to go, as Sjoman pulled away with
the lead, Wenzel was trying to hold off a challenge by Belle
Plaine’s Todd Tracy, as Dylan Warner of Northfield pulled
into fourth place. Four laps later, Sjoman was almost a
quarter-track length ahead of the battle for second.
However, caution flew with five laps to go when Wenzel
spun in turn two. As the field regrouped, it was now Todd
Tracy next to Sjoman with lane choice. At the restart, the
Alexandria driver once again got the jump, taking the lead
and pulling away to the finish. It was Sjoman with the win,
Tracy in second with Warner finishing in third place.
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Freimund Finally Forges Into Victory Lane!
By Eric Huenfeld
Jimmy Ambruoso photos
After running every feature for the past three years at the
Rockford Speedway, and after coming close to his ultimate
goal on multiple occasions in that 3 year span, finally
Wayne Freimund made the trip to the top of the mountain
Saturday night at the Rockford Speedway.
Freimund, the veteran racer from Elkhorn, Wisconsin, was
able to survive the unpredictable first third of the 30 lap
Stanley Steemer NASCAR Late Model feature, and then
held off multiple advances from Matt Berger to claim the
win and become the fifth different winner in six Late Model
features this season.
Brandon Eash and Mark Hartline led the 15-car field to
green, and immediately began to battle for the top spot.
After a lap and a half of paint swapping, Hartline was able
to take the lead and jump out to a three car length lead on
the field. Behind Hartline, the battling was fast and furious,
as former track champions Ricky Bilderback and Jerry Gille
began to pick their way through the field. As the two
champs began to move towards the top five, Eash began to
close back to Hartline’s bumper. Just as Eash and Hartline
began to close up and battle for the lead, trouble broke
loose behind them.
As the field made their way through turn four on the ninth
lap, Bilderback’s machine would snap right, veering into
the wall and bringing out the yellow flag. The field bundled
up behind Bilderback and Gille was unable to avoid the
mess. Both cars were damaged, with Gille able to continue
on, but Bilderback drove away with heavy right and front
side damage and would retire for the night. Another mess
would ensue on the restart, with the leaders Hartline and
Eash bottling up the field out of turn four. Matthew
Clossey would catch John Beinlich and send him to the
infield, and the race would have to be restarted again. Eash
and Hartline were sent to the back for bottling up the start,
and suddenly the race took a new look.
Freimund would inherit the lead, and see two 2012 feature
winners on his bumper on the “cone restart” in the form of
Mitch Garfield and Matt Berger. After a good fight, Berger
would get past Garfield for second spot and as the race
neared halfway, Berger began to reel in Freimund. But after
several attempts at the top spot, Berger would have to
settle for second as Freimund was first under the checkered
flag. Garfield would finish the race in third, followed by Fast
Qualifier Matthew Clossey in fourth and Jake Gille in fifth.

The Miller Lite American
Short Tracker division has
provided lots of excitement in
each of its features this
season, and Saturday night
was no exception. Saturday
nights American Short
Tracker feature also provided
a first time winner in the form
of Chris Jones. Jones would
have to work hard early,
passing multiple cars in the
frantic early laps, moving past
Eric Connell and Keith Pierce
for the race lead on lap six. As
Jones got to the lead,
business continued to pick up
behind him, and space became
rare. The free-for-all lasted
only a couple more laps until
the yellow flag would fly.
The yellow came out as the field got bunched up in turns
one and two. 2012 Feature winners Nick Cina Jr and George
Sparkman ended up entangled and as Cina spun, Connell
would jump his car off the right rear of Cina. Connell and
Sparkman would eventually continue from
the back of the field, while Cina’s night was
done.

action and a first time winner. After a bold move on lap
number four, Klint Egelhoff took the lead and never let up,
storming ahead of the pack and winning the divisions’ main
event by a wide margin. Thomas Andrus came home in

On the restart, Jones would have a mirror full
of Scotty Hoeft and Joe LaMarca. LaMarca,
looking for his second feature win of the
season, would try to go after Jones, but
would have his hands full with Hoeft over
much of the final 15 laps. The second place
battle allowed Jones to keep the rest of the
field at arms length as he strode forward to
victory. Meanwhile, as Hoeft and LaMarca
wrestled for second, it was Sparkman who
made a furious charge back through the field,
ending up in fourth at races end, challenging
LaMarca for third.
The top contenders in the Rockstar Energy
Drink Roadrunner division played a game of
“beat the clock”, as all three of the races top finishers came
from the back of the 23 car field. Howie Ware, Bobby Frisch
and Anthony Lloyd all made the trip from the back to front
in the 20 lap feature event in short order and by races end
were battling each other for the lead amidst lap traffic. Ware
was the first one to the front on lap number eight, as Frisch
and Lloyd were still picking their way
through the field. But by lap
12, the top three were on their
own island, and with two laps
remaining, Ware began to fall
back to the lead duo. But
despite last ditch efforts by
Frisch and Lloyd to steal a late
race win, Ware held on,
winning his second straight
Roadrunner feature. Josh
Carter finished fourth, and
Jason Van Hise rounded out
the top five.
After a slow start, the Crap
Scrapper Hornet division’s 15
lap feature provided some

second spot, with opening night winner Jeremia Rychecky
charging from deep in the field to finish third.
The American Super Cups also made their first appearance
of the year at the Rockford Speedway, with Brian Baldyga
taking the win in the non-stop 25 lap feature event. Mick
Ellis finished in second, with Andy Forrester in third.
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Theisen uses patience, then power to earn Elko Victory
By Jim Burns
Martin DeFries photos
Joel Theisen made the most of a 37th lap opening when
leader Mike Hanson went high in turn one to block Paul
Paine, ducking under the tandem and then powering away
from Adam Royle to earn the NASCAR Super Late Model
Feature win Saturday June 2, 2012 at Elko Speedway.
Hanson had powered to the lead over Paine at the drop of
the green, with the duo battling side by side for the better
part of 25 laps before Hanson settled in at the point to lead
the 22 starters around the 3/8ths mile speedplant. Hanson
pulled away to a full straightaway lead over Paine, Nick
Barstad and Theisen before it was chopped away when the
first of two cautions flew on lap 32 as Fast Qualifier Nick
Murgic (13.935 seconds) appeared to get pinched entering
turn three, losing the handle on his mount. On the restart,
Hanson and Paine resumed their battle before a solo spin
by a lapped competitor gathered the field for a second
restart with seven laps to go. On the final green, Hanson
and Paine roared into turn one and Hansen drifted up
trying to slow Paine, which left the bottom lane open for
Theisen who charged to the lead with Adam Royle slipping
by Barstad who was also slowed by the Hanson-Paine
duel. Over the final seven laps, Theisen had the
horsepower to keep Royle at bay in earning the victory,
with Hanson recovering for a hard fought third place run
with Barstad fourth and “Racin Jason” Schneider charging
home with a top five.
In the Big 8’s, Lawrence Berthiaum and Nick Beaver spent
the opening pair of laps testing each others metal, before
Beaver roared to the high side to take the point on lap 3 of
25 with Darren Wolke, Doug Brown and Chris Marek on the
charge joining the top five by lap seven. Marek continued

his run, marching by Brown and
Wolke before ducking under
Berthiaume for second on lap 11.
While the position battles were
taking place, Beaver who one week
earlier earned his High School
diploma showed his education on
the race track was also peaking as
he drove a smooth steady line
enroute to the win, with Marek
second, Brown third and Jake
Ryan and Jon Lemke charging
home in the top five.
The Thunder Cars again provided
some of the nights best action as
Dustin Mann roared by pole sitter
Eric Campbell for the early lead,
with Dillon Sellner, Conrad
Jorgenson and Kyle Kirberger
charging by Campbell into the top four by lap five. As
Mann continued to set the pace, Sellner pulled to the
leaders outside on lap 10 as Brent Kane and Steve
Anderson continued Campbell’s slide on lap 11 moving to
fifth and sixth. Sellners pursuit of Mann would
culminate on lap 16 as he took the lead and
never relinquished it picking up the checkers,
with Jorgenson and Anderson bypassing Mann
on the final two laps for second and third with
Kirberger rounding out the top five.
The Legends saw Michael Ostdiek charge to
the point of the 19 car starting grid, with Pat
Zandstra, Trevor Bradley and James Wenzel in
tow. Ostdiek’s advantage was taken away
quickly as Zandstra zoomed by on lap four to
take the lead, with Kyle
Hansen and Tyler Sjoman
moving to second and third on
lap seven and Shon Jacobsen
also on the move to fifth on lap
9. As Zandstra set a very quick
pace, Sjoman moved under Hansen for
second on lap 10 and began his pursuit of
the leader before a spinning Mike Grostyan
brought out the caution on lap 18. On the
restart, Sjoman was able to time the drop of
the green perfectly as he raced by Zandstra
and went on to score his third straight
feature win, with Hansen, Jacobsen, Todd
Tracey and Dylan Warner in the top five as
Zandstra was disqualified for illegal fuel.
The Power Stocks saw Bryan Wrolstad and
Paul Hamilton battle for the early lead, with
Taylor Goldman and Tom Doten in
their own duel for third and fourth. As
Hamilton took the lead on lap three,
Goldman and Doten worked by
Wrolstad for second and third as
Dave Goldman joined the top five. The
action remained hard fought as Doten
began to close on Hamilton and Dave
Goldman caught and passed his
daughter in their own “Family Feud”!
The action remained caution free until
lap 15 when Darren Waltermann and
John Lebens traded position and then
paint, with Lebens spinning to force a
restart. On the drop of the green,
Doten charged to the lead before

Josiah King spun in turn four on lap 16 to force a second
restart. Once again, Doten got the jump and powered to the
win with Taylor Goldman earning “bragging rights” as she
edged her father Dave for second, with Hamilton fourth and

Shawn Evans earning his first career top five.
Topping off the NASCAR Whelen All American Series
action were the Mini Stocks and once again Jack Purcell
was the class of the field as he powered by John
VanDenHeuvel for the lead on lap two and drove off to the
dominant win, with VanDenHeuvel holding off Aaron
Hopkins in a good battle for second and third.
In preliminary action, Prior Lake’s Grant "The Real Deal"
Brown earned a hard fought victory in the Bandolero
Feature.
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Midwest Thrills and Spills

Wyatt Brooks took a wild ride after his throttle stuck and flew over turn one into the catch fence at
Golden Sands Speedway in Plover, WI. Wyatt was ok but not so much for his ride.

Jeff Blaser photos

Damon Roberts took this wild ride at St. Croix Valley
Speedway. Roberts was OK following the mishap.

Stan Meissner photos

Wild action at Elko Speedway after the drivers
had a few weeks off

Martin DeFries photos

Big track, or small track;
we have it all.
Check out each issue
in print or on-line
www.theracingconnection.com
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I-90 and Hwy. 162 Bangor, WI 54614-0409
800-562-0907 www.wehrschevrolet.com

952-461-3300

651-489-0803

www.impactprintingink.com

Downtown Shakopee
952-445-9668

www.aRaceWorthWinning.org

Appleton, WI

20152 Kenrick Ave. West
Lakeville, MN 55044
Phone (952) 469 - 3182 * Fax (952) 469 - 7724

920-739-1550

www.gotomn.com

Follow us on Facebook and YouTube
www.facbook.com/themidwestracingconnection
wwww.youtube.com/theracingconnection
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